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ECONOMIC LANDSCAPE

The Region's Changing
Economic Landscape
Urban/Rural Economic Trends During the 1980s
by Larry D. Swanson
wo major trends are transforming America’s
economic landscape. One trend is the continuing
shift of jobs away from primary production and
manufacturing to services and trade employment.
The other is the continuing shift of population and economic
activity away from rural areas and small towns to urban areas
and metropolitan centers.
During the 1980s, services and retail trade accounted for
three-fourths of new jobs created in the United States. Retail
trade employment grew by 27 percent while employment across
a broad array of services increased an incredible 56 percent.
Meanwhile, U.S. manufacturing employment fell by 7 percent;
mining employment fell by 16 percent; and agricultural employ
ment dropped by 18 percent.1
Also during this period, “employment rose by nearly 21
percent in metro areas..., but by only 12 percent in rural areas.”2

T

7

Furthermore, “rural unemployment rates were consistently
higher than urban unemployment rates; the gap between rural
and urban income levels began to widen for the first time in the
post-World War II period; and rural poverty rates rose dramati
cally and remained high.” In 1990, “rural median household
income was 75 percent of urban income, and the rural poverty
rate was 3.6 percentage points higher than the urban rate.”3
Between 1982 and 1987, half of all U.S. nonmetro counties
lost population. “The pull of rapid economic growth in urban
areas, coupled with the push of stagnating conditions in many
rural locations, led to increased outmigration and widespread
population losses in rural counties....”4 As one report noted; the
“Rural Renaissance” of the 1970s, in which many rural areas in
the U.S. saw population gains for the first time in years, “is
looking more like an interlude than a harbinger of the future.”2
What are some dimensions of these trends in Montana and its
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Dominance by large cities (like Denver and Boise pictured
above) in the region's economy is increasing. Many intermedi
ate-size cities or uregional” trade centers (like Missoula
pictured at the upper right) also are increasing their economic
roles. Most o f the region's smaller “subregional” trade centers
(like Lewistown pictured at the middle right) are struggling to
stay even, while small towns in many rural areas (like Baker,
Montana, pictured at the lower right) decline.
surrounding region? Do recent population trends differ markedly
among the region’s urban and rural places? Where is the fast
growing services sector growing fastest? How do income levels
of the region’s rural and urban residents vary? Is the gap
growing between rural and urban income levels? What might
the region’s future economic landscape look like? These
questions are the subject of this discussion.

The Region
Identifying the relevant region for a large state like Montana
can be perplexing. Parts or all of the state’s roughly 150,000
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square miles are regularly included in three different general
subregions. For purposes of this discussion, these subregions
consist of:
• the greater Pacific Northwest subregion, including
Washington, Oregon, and Idaho;
• the Rocky Mountain subregion, including Colorado, Utah
and Wyoming; and
• the upper Great Plains subregion, including Minnesota,
North Dakota, and South Dakota.
Economic trends in each subregion will be examined and
compared with those in Montana. The region as a whole—

3
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including Montana and the three subregions—encompasses ten
states; this region will be examined for population and eco
nomic trends using a framework known as “central place
analysis.”

Central Places
Often a simple distinction is made between strictly “rural”
places and strictly “urban” places in the United States. Accord
ing to U.S. Census Bureau definitions, rural places include all
towns with populations of less than 2,500 people, and the open
countryside; urban places include all towns and cities with more
than 2,500 residents. The Census Bureau also defines the
category “urbanized areas,” as any incorporated place with a
surrounding densely settled area having at least 50,000
residents. Figure 1 shows all forty-one such urbanized areas in
the ten-state region. These range in size from Logan, Utah (1990
population 50,401) to Minneapolis-St.Paul (2.1 million). The
region’s second most-populated urban area is Seattle (1.7
million), followed by Denver (1.5 million), Portland (1.2
million), and Salt Lake City (789,000).

Colorado has eight urbanized areas, northern Utah four, and
Washington eight. The vast expanses of Wyoming and
Montana’s include only five urbanized areas. Montana’s are
Billings (88,181), Great Falls (63,506), and Missoula (57,196).
The Census Bureau also distinguishes “metropolitan areas,”
core cities of 50,000 or more with area populations that boost
this total to at least 100,000 people.
“Central place” theory and analysis offers a more elaborate
differentiation of urban and rural places. According to this
theory, cities or towns (“central places”) with progressively
larger trade areas and trade area populations tend to have
progressively greater levels of business activity (particularly
retail and services trade activity), and progressively larger
places offer progressively greater economic diversity. What’s
more, this relationship between area population and local
business activity varies fairly systematically: Trade centers
with similar size populations throughout a region tend to have
very similar types and levels of business activity.
Together, similar size and similarly diverse trade centers
form various levels or “tiers” within an overall central place or

Figure 2

Regional Trade Center Hierarchy

♦Using county units and 1980 populations.
Source: Swanson, Bureau of Business and Economic Research, The University of Montana, Missoula.
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regional trade center hierarchy. Many central place studies have
found that, over time, population and economic activity are
steadily concentrating at higher, more urbanized levels while
steadily consolidating and declining at lower, more rural levels
in the hierarchy.

Regional Trade Center Hierarchy
Figure 2 and Table 1 depict a trade center hierarchy for the
ten-state region.5 The region’s 496 counties are organized into a
ten-tier hierarchy based on county population figures for 1980.
Bear in mind that a trade center located in a particular county
may in fact serve populations from several counties. Thus, a
trade area may include all or part of several counties.
Tier 1 includes the region’s least-populated, most-rural
counties— 113 of them, all with populations under 5,000. Tier 2
includes 109 rural counties with populations between 5,000 and
10,000 people. Not counting Montana, the Pacific Northwest
states in 1980 had thirty-six Tier 1 and 2 counties, the Rocky
Mountain states fifty-three such counties, and the upper Great
Plains states ninety-nine.
Tier 3 and 4 counties are “subregional trade centers.” These
contain communities (such as Miles City or Lewistown) large
enough to serve as subregional centers of commerce and trade.
Throughout the ten-state region, there are 110 Tier 3 counties
(10,000 to 20,000 people) and sixty-three Tier 4 counties
(20,000 to 35,000 people). Larger and more dominant “regional
trade centers” (such as Great Falls and Missoula) are located in
the thirty-two counties with populations between 35,000 and

55.000 (Tier 5) and 26 counties with populations between
55.000 and 85,000 (Tier 6).
Regional trade center counties in turn are part of even larger
“supra-regional” trade center areas that have far-reaching trade
and market impact. Counties with supra-regional centers occupy
the next two levels in the hierarchy. Regionwide, there are
seventeen Tier 7 counties (between 85,000 and 150,000 people)
and thirteen Tier 8 counties (between 150,000 and 250,000
people). Examples include Yakima, Washington; Fargo, North
Dakota; and Billings, Montana.
At the next level (Tier 9), are the region’s nine counties with
populations between 250,000 and 500,000. This group of
counties contains cities such as Spokane, Colorado Springs,
Tacoma, and Eugene; Tier 9 also includes several denselypopulated counties near large cities like Denver.
Occupying the trade center hierarchy’s highest level (Tier 10)
are counties with populations exceeding 500,000. Mostly core
areas of the region’s very largest metropolises, this tier includes
four counties: King County (Seattle); Hennepin County (Minne
apolis); Salt Lake County (Salt Lake City); and Multnomah
County (Portland).

Population Shifts within the Hierarchy
Between 1980 and 1990, the U.S. population grew by about
10 percent. During that decade, as Table 1 shows, the region’s
population grew by 11 percent. Two of the three subregions
grew faster than nationally: the Rocky Mountain subregion had
a 14 percent increase in population; the Pacific Northwest grew

Table 1

Changes in Population Within the Regional Trade Center Hierarchy, 1980 - 90
No. of Counties per Tier, Population Gain or Loss in Thousands, and Percent Population Change by Region

Pacific NW1
+259 (+14%)
+256 (+18%)

Rockv Mts2
(1) +107 (+17%)
(4) +227 (+16%)

(1)
(1)

+91
+26

ains3
(+10%)
(+6%)

(0)
(0)

(4) +137 (+17%)
(4) +61 (+11%)

(3) +105
(5) +86

(+17%)
(+17%)

(0)
(1)

o
5.4

(0%)
(+5%)

(13)
(17)

+463
+273

(+18%)
(+14%)

Tier 10
Tier 9

(2)

Tier 8
Tier 7

(6)
(7)

+221
+120

(+18%)
(+15%)

Tier 6
Tier 5

(15)
(12)

+67
+48

(+7%)
(+9%)

(4)
(2)

Tier 4
Tier 3

(13)
(24)

+22
+15

(+6%)
(+4%)

(18)
(25)

Tier 2
Tier 1

(20)
(16)

-1
-1

(-1%)
(-2%)

(25)
(28)

(119) +1,006

(+13%)

Total

(4)

M ontana
0
(0%)
(0%)
o

Resionwirie4
(4) +457 (+14%)
(9) +509 (+15%)

(+7%)
(-10%)

(5)
(14)

+30
+28

(+10%)
(+5%)

(2) -0.3
(4) +15.2

(-0%)
(+9%)

(26)
(32)

+116
+83

(+7%)
(+6%)

+76 (+17%)
+19 (+6%)

(31)
(47)

+18
-36

(+2%)
(-5%)

(1) +2.5
(14) -4.5

(+11%)
(-3%)

(63)
(110)

+118
-6

(+7%)
(-0%)

+8
+6

(+4%)
(+8%)

(50)
(49)

-38
-17

(-11%)
(-11%)

(14)
(20)

-0.6
-5.2

(-1%)
(-11%)

(109)
(113)

-32
-18

(-4%)
(-6%)

(115) +651

(+14%)

(206) +293

(+5%)

(56) +12.4

(+2%)

(496) +1,962

(+11%)

+18
-8

Note: includes populations data for Washington, Oregon, and Idaho, includes data for Colorado, Utah, and Wyoming. 3Includes data
for Minnesota, North Dakota, and South Dakota. 4Includes data for all ten states in the region combined, including Montana.
Source: Bureau o f Business and Economic Research, The University of Montana (using U.S. Dept, of Commerce data).
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Figure 3

Patterns o f population growth and change in
the region vary according to the regional trade
center hierarchy. Population growth is concen
trated in higher-tier or more urbanized counties,
particularly metro counties with populations of
100,000 to 300,000. Meanwhile, the populations
o f many rural areas are declining, particularly in
the Plains region.
Source: Bureau of Business and Economic Research, The University of Montana (using U.S. Dept, of Commerce data).

by 13 percent. Growth in the Plains states’ population lagged at
5 percent.
Overall, the region’s population increased by 2 million
during the decade. Most of this growth occurred in the region’s
most urban counties. The top four tiers include only 43 counties
(9 percent of the total), yet they account for 86 percent of the
region’s population increase. On average, the populations of
Tier 7, 8, 9, and 10 counties grew by 14 to 18 percent in the
Pacific Northwest states; by 11 to 17 percent in the Rocky
Mountain states; and with the exception of Tier 9, by 10 to 17
percent in the Plains states. Regionwide, the greatest population
growth (up to 18 percent) was among counties with populations

between 150,000 and 250,000.
The region’s next most-populous tiers also grew, but at more
moderate rates, and with one notable exception. Regionwide,
Tier 5 and 6 counties (with populations in the 35,000 to 85,000
range) grew an average of 6 to 7 percent. Counties in Tier 4
(20,000 to 35,000 people) also grew—up 7 percent regionwide.
Tier 4 growth was smallest in the three Plains states—up only 2
percent. While Tier 4 counties grew a solid 17 percent in the
Rocky Mountain states. Tier 5 counties in that subregion lost 10
percent of their population over the decade.
Among more rural counties, population loss is pervasive.
Regionwide, 271 counties lost population during the period and

Figure 4

C o u n tie s W ith G ro w in g P o p u la tio n s

The region'8 fastest
growing counties are
largely in and around
regional and supra-regional trade centers as well
as in less populated highamenity, tourism and
recreation areas o f the
Pacific Northwest and
Rockies. The region's
fastest declining counties
are largely in ag-dependent, rural areas o f the
Upper Great Plains region.
Source: Bureau o f Business and Economic Research, The University of Montana (using U.S. Dept, of Commerce data.)
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Table 2

Montana's “Fastest Growing” Counties
during the 1980s*
PoDulations
Countv
Gallatin
Stillwater
Park
Glacier
Flathead
Jefferson
Ravalli
Lake
Lewis & Q .
Madison

Tier

1980

(5)
(2)

42,865
5,598
12,660
10,628
51,966
7,029
22,493
19,056
43,039
5,448

(3)
(3)
(5)
(2)
(4)
(3)
(5)
(2)

1990
50,463
6,536
14,562
12,121
59,218
7,939
25,010
21,041
47,495
5,989

Pod. Change. 80-90
Amount

Percent

+7,598
+938
+1,902
+1,493
+7,252
+910
+2,517
+1,985
+4,456
+541

(+17.7%)
(+16.8%)
(+15.0%)
(+14.0%)
(+14.0%)
(+12.9%)
(+11.2%
(+10.4%)
(+10.4%)
(+9.9%)

(Utah’s Summit County) was up 52 percent. Southwest
Colorado’s Archuleta County grew by 46 percent, as did
Colorado’s Summit County (the Dillon-Breckenridge resort
area). Another ski and recreation area, southwestern Wyoming’s
Uinta County, also grew substantially, as did Blaine and Custer
Counties in Idaho (the Sun Valley area), and several rural
counties nearby Denver and Colorado Springs.
Figure 4 maps the region’s growth areas. Population is
increasing throughout much of Washington (particularly in the
Seattle area); in portions of western Oregon; in the southcentral
and panhandle areas of Idaho; throughout much of Utah and the
mountainous and Front Range portions of Colorado; in and
around Minnesota’s Twin Cities area; scattered locations in the
Plains states; and in the mountainous areas of western Montana
and Wyoming.

Montana Population Trends

84 percent of these are rural counties in Tiers 1, 2, and 3. Over
the decade twenty-two counties experienced population losses
of at least 20 percent. Of these counties, 21 are in the bottom
three tiers, and eastern Montana has five—Prairie, Petroleum,
Daniels, Valley, and Dawson Counties. Regionwide, the 113
Tier 1 counties lost 6 percent of their population; Tier 2’s 109
counties lost 4 percent.
Rural population loss may be the general rule, but there are
exceptions. Nearly half (21 of 49) the counties with population
gains exceeding 20 percent are in the bottom three tiers. The
Vail, Colorado resort area (Eagle County) grew 65 percent over
the decade. A ski and recreation area east of Salt Lake City

In light of regionwide trends, it’s easy to understand why
Montana’s overall population increased only 2 percent during
the decade 1980-1990. Montana has no counties populous
enough to be placed in the fast-growing, top three tiers, and only
one—Yellowstone County—populous enough to be among the
relatively fast-growing counties of Tier 7. Even so, Yellowstone
County’s growth rate lagged behind the region wide average for
Tier 7 counties (5 percent compared with 14 percent) because
the Billings’ area economy was hit hard during the 1980s by
sagging conditions in agriculture and in the oil and gas industry.
Montana has only two Tier 6 trade center counties. Missoula
County’s population grew by 4 percent, while Cascade County
lost 4 percent of its 1980 population. The state’s other major
trade centers—Kalispell, Helena, Bozeman, and Butte—are all
Tier 5 counties. Overall, Montana’s Tier 5 population grew by 9
percent. Gallatin County’s population increased the most (18
percent) followed by Flathead County (14 percent), and Lewis

Table 3

Retail Sector Labor Income Change by Tirade Center Tier, 1979 - 89
Center

Pacific NW

Rockv Mts

Upper Plains

Montana

Tier 10
Tier 9
Tier 8
Tier 7
Tier 6
Tier 5
Tier 4
Tier 3
Tier 2
Tier 1

+$336
+$127
+$204
+$56
-$87
-$54
-$39
-$59
-$26
-$14

(+10%)
(+7%)
(+13%)
(+6%)
(-7%)
(-10%)
(-9%)
(-16%)
(-19%)
(-37%)

+$86
+$60
+$139
+$9
-$74
-$37
-$34
-$4
-$3
-$9

(+10%)
(+2%)
(+16%)
(+2%)
(-19%)
(-35%)
(-7%)
(-1%)
(-2%)
(-13%)

+$310
-$12
+$118
+$132
-$31
-$58
-$115
-$163
-$115
-$47

(+17%)
(-2%)
(+16%)
(+19%)
(-7%)
(-8%)
(-14%)
(-24%)
(-35%)
(-33%)

$0
$0
$0
-$22
-$31
-$17
-$3
-$61
-$24
-$17

Total

+$766

(+4%)

+$133

(+2%)

+$19

(0%)

-$174

Reeionwide

(0%)
(-11%)
(-12%)
(-6%)
(-14%)
(-29%)
(-28%)
(-38%)

+$732
+$174
+$460
+$175
-$223
-$165
-$190
-$287
-$167
-$88

(+12%)
(+4%)
(+15%)
(+7%)
(-10%)
(-10%)
(-11%)
(-17%)
(-22%)
(-30%)

(-16%)

+$744

(+2%)

(0%)

(0%)

Source: Bureau of Business and Economic Research, The University of Montana (using U.S. Dept, of Commerce data).
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and Clark County (10 percent); offsetting some of these gains.
Silver Bow County’s population declined by 11 percent.
Montana’s only Tier 4 county (Ravalli) increased its popula
tion by 11 percent, considerably more than the Tier 4 average
regionwide. All remaining Montana counties are in the bottom
three tiers. As a whole, they lost population, particularly those
with fewer than 2,500 people (or Tier 1 counties).
In recent years, Montana’s population growth has been
heavily concentrated in the state’s western portion. Its popula
tion losses are concentrated in Montana’s eastern and northcentral portions.

Shifts in the Retail Trade Sector
There is another major trend in the decade’s employment
patterns, one which precedes, accompanies, and follows the
shifts in population described earlier. That is, the shift from
goods producing jobs to jobs in retail trade and services.
Examined next are labor earnings (including wage and salary,
and self-employment income) among retail trade workers at
various levels in the region’s trade center hierarchy.
Table 3 shows that between 1979 and 1989, regionwide retail
labor income increased only 2 percent in inflation-adjusted
dollars, while the increase nationwide was 14 percent. Retail
sales activity in the region, however, grew faster than income
figures suggest. In part, the discrepancy occurs because, while
total retail activity is steadily increasing, labor income’s share
of that activity is steadily declining.
As Table 3 shows, retail trade sectors in urban and rural areas
fared quite differently. Regionwide, trade centers as a whole
from Tier 6 down in the hierarchy suffered substantial losses in
retail labor income. Progressively greater losses occurred among
smaller, more-rural trade centers. Retail labor income declined
by 30 percent among Tier 1 counties (1980 populations under
2,500) and by 22 percent among Tier 2 counties (populations

between 2,500 and 10,000).
Meanwhile, the region’s most urbanized areas increased their
prowess as retailing centers. Tier 8 counties posted the greatest
gains (up 15 percent), with Tier 10 counties next (up 12
percent). The pattern is remarkably similar across all three
subregions, although the Rocky Mountain’s small rural trade
centers suffered losses that were substantially less than losses in
similar-size centers in Plains and Pacific Northwest states.
Without large population centers, Montana’s overall retail
labor income fell by 16 percent during the period. The state’s
more rural trade centers sustained the greatest losses. Montana’s
larger trade center counties experienced moderate declines—as
did similar size trade centers throughout the region.

Patterns in Services Sector Expansion
Labor income patterns also shifted in the service industry,
where health, legal, and business services are large components.
Regionwide between 1979 and 1989, services labor income
increased by 66 percent in inflation-adjusted dollars—somewhat
less than the nationwide increase of 77 percent.
Services labor income grew at all levels in the trade center
hierarchy, but growth clearly concentrated in the region’s more
urbanized centers. Counties in the top three tiers saw growth of
70 to 80 percent, while the rate for Tier 1 and 2 counties lagged
at 10 to 25 percent over the period. Among middle-range trade
centers, services labor income growth averaged about 40
percent.
This pattern too appears similar across the three subregions.
With one notable exception, growth is differentiated fairly
systematically up and down the trade center hierarchy. The
exception is small, rural trade center counties (Tiers 1, 2, and 3)
in Rocky Mountain states which saw services labor income
increase an average of 50 percent over the period, vs. much
smaller gains in their Plains and Pacific Northwest counterparts.

Table 4

Service Sector L abor Incom e Change by Trade C en ter Tier, 1979 - 89
Trade
Center
Tier 10
Tier 9
Tier 8
Tier 7
Tier 6

Tier 5
Tier 4
Tier 3
Tier 2
Tier 1
Total

Changes in Services; Labor Income in Millions of 1990 Dollars and Percent
Pacific NW
Rockv Mts
UDDer Plains

+$4,207
+$1,382
+$1,479
+$622
+$632
+$262
+$142
+$138
+$31
-$5

(+71%)
(+56%)
(+72%)
(+43%)
(+42%)
(+38%)
(+32%)
(+35%)
(+26%)
(-3%)

+$1,004
+$3,465
+$1,326
+$447
+$161
-$11
+$272
+$246
+$126
+$25

(+79%)
(+76%)
(+108%
(+65%)
(+30%)
(-8%)
(+43%)
(+50%)
(+49%)
(+48%)

+$3,013
+$757
+$581
+$982
+$317
+$407
+$373
+$201
+$48
+$30

(+88%)
(+61%)
(+71%)
(+76%)
(+57%)
(+49%)
(+42%)
(+28%)
(+15%)
(+22%)

M ontana
$0
(0%)
$0
(0%)
$0
(0%)
+$104 (+37%)
+$150 (+44%)
+$157 (+45%)
+$11
(+56%)
+$76 (+33%)
-$9
(-9%)
+$7 (+20%)

+$19,657

(+65%)

+$7,061

(+72%)

+$6,708

(+65%)

+$496

(+37%)

Regionwide
+$8,223 (+77%)
+$5,603 (+68%)
+$3,385 (+83%)
+$2,154 (+58%)
+$1,259 (+43%)
+$814 (+40%)
+$799 (+40%)
+$662 (+36%)
+$196 (+24%)
+$56 (+13%)
+$33,922

(+66%)

Source: Bureau of Business and Economic Research, The University of Montana (using U.S. Dept, of Commerce data)
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Figures

Regionwide Change in Retail Trade and Services Labor Income
by Trade Center Tier, 1979-89

Retail labor income increased regionwide by only 2 percent during
the 1980s. As a whole, larger trade centers gained while retail labor
income in smaller, more rural trade centers declined considerably.
Growth in the fast-growing services sector occurred in both large and
small trade centers, but service growth in metro areas was two-to-four
times greater than in rural areas.
Source: Bureau of Business and Economic Research, The University of Montana (using U.S. Dept of
Commerce data).

Figure 5 compares retail labor income changes with
changes in services labor income, one tier to the next,
regionwide. Clearly visible is the systematic, differential
pattern of this change across the trade center hierarchy. For
small and moderate size trade centers, retail activity is
declining and growth in services lags behind that of larger,
more urbanized centers. By contrast, large urban centers are
retaining and expanding retail activity while their service
economies grow rapidly. This pattern of change will largely
continue in the 1990s.

Urban/Rural Patterns in Income Growth
What are the effects of these patterns in population and
economic activity on the region’s overall income growth?
Figure 6 charts changes in regionwide real income by tier for
the period 1979-1989. Real labor income includes labor
earnings of all employed persons in an area, and for most rural
areas (Tiers 1, 2 and 3), that figure actually declined during the
1980s; losses averaged about 10 percent. Meanwhile, in the top
tiers (8, 9, and 10) where trade centers drew from surrounding
populations of 150,000 persons and more, total labor income
expanded by 20 to 25 percent.
Region wide real labor income increased an average of 16

Montana Business Quarterly!Autumn 1992

percent. The Pacific Northwest states led with a 17 percent
average gain, followed by the Rocky Mountain states (16
percent), and the upper Great Plains states (13 percent).
The region’s rural areas fare somewhat better when the
measure is total personal income, but are still outstripped by
urban growth rates, as Figure 6 shows. Total personal income
includes labor income and other non-labor forms of income such
as investment income and government transfer payments. The
total personal income bases of the region’s rural areas grew an
average of about 2 to 5 percent regionwide during the 1980s. By
contrast, the total personal income bases of counties in the top
four tiers grew by 24 to 31 percent.
The widening gap between urban and rural areas is also
evident in per capita income, or the region’s total personal
income divided by its population. In 1979, per capita incomes of
the region’s most urban (Tier 10) counties averaged $18,903—
39 percent higher than per capita incomes among residents of
the region’s most rural (Tier 1) counties. By 1989, Tier 10 per
capita income had increased 12 percent to $21,194, while per
capita income in Tier 1 counties increased only 6 percent. Thus
the income gap between the region’s most urban and its most
rural counties widened to 47 percent.
Per capita income gaps also widened over the period between
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Figure 6

Region wide Percent Change in Real Income by Tier, 1979 - 89

During the 1980s, real labor earnings in many rural areas declined
by 10 percent and more. Meanwhile, labor income gains o f 20 to 30
percent typified the region s more metropolitan counties. As a result,
percentage gains in total personal income were five-to-six times greater
in metro areas than in rural areas.
Source: Bureau of Business and Economic Research, The University of Montana (using U.S. D ept of
Commerce data).

Tier 9 and Tier 2 counties (22 percent in 1979, 29 percent in
1989), and between Tier 8 and Tier 3 counties (13 percent in
1979, 20 percent in 1989). Thus, the region’s urban and its rural
incomes more sharply diverge today than they did ten years ago.
What’s more, the income gap is likely to continue expanding.

In Montana, where there are no top tier population centers,
real per capita income grew by 5 percent during the period, less
than average for the three subregions.
Regionwide per capita income in 1989 averaged $17,384—7
percent lower than the nationwide figure of $18,625. Figure 8

Figure?

Per Capita Income Change by Trade Center Tier, 1979-89
Regionwide •

Percent Change by Subregion

Per Capita Income, $1990 1979-89 Change
1979
1989
Amount
Percent
Tier 10
Tier 9

Pacific
NW

Rocky
Mts.

Upper
Plains

Montana

Region wide Change in Real Per Capita Income
by Tier, 1979-89

.

$18,903
17,041

$21,194
18,791

+$2,291
+1,749

+12%
+10%

+12%
+8%

+5%
+12%

+18%
+12%

Tier 8
Tier 7

15,577
15,005

17,204
15,867

+1,627
+862

+10%
+6%

+6%
+2%

+14%
+5%

+16%
+14%

+0%

Tier 6
Tier5

14,798
14,574

14,981
15,551

+183
+977

+1%
+7%

+3%
+5%

-9%
-16%

+5%
+12%

+6%
+5%

Tier 4
Tier 3

14,013
13,752

14,643
14,344

+630
+592

+4%
+4%

+3%
+5%

-0%
+3%

+8%
+5%

-1%
+1%

Tier 2
Tier 1

13,975
13,643

14,614
14,446

+639
+803

+5%
+6%

+3%
+17%

+6%
+13%

+1%
-1%

+14%
+6%

Totals

$15,911

$17,384

+$1,473

+9%

+9%

+7%

+12%

+5%

-

Source: Bureau o f Business and Economic Research, The University of Montana (using U.S. Dept, of Commerce data).
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Table 5

Montana's “Lowest Income” Counties
Per Capita
Percent Below
in 1989*
Countv

Tier

Sanders
Mineral
Lincoln
Roosevelt
Blaine
Ravalli
Rosebud
Lake
Deerlodge
Powell
Big Horn

(2)
Of
(3)
(3)
(2)
(4)
(3)
(3)
(3)
(2)
(3)

Income, $1990
1979
1989

$10,901
11,304
12,014
11,468
10,930
12,134
12,171
11,382
12,202
12,040
12,319

$10,902
11,321
11,407
11,728
12,013
12,058
12,196
12,422
12,570
12,722
12,831

National P.C.I.
in 1989

-41.0%
-38.8%
-38.3%
-36.6%
-35.1%
-34.9%
-34.1%
-32.9%
-32.2%
-31.4%
-30.8%

•Counties in Montana with per capita incomes more than 30
percent below national per capita income in 1989.
Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Dept, of
Commerce.

shows that the region’s “poorest” counties, as measured by per
capita income, are largely ag-dependent, rural counties in the
Plains states; rural, resource-industry dependent counties in the
Rockies (including Montana); and Indian reservation counties.
Montana’s three poorest counties in 1989 were Sanders
County, with a per capita income of $10,900—41 percent below
the nationwide average; Mineral County ($11,321— 39 percent

below); and Lincoln County ($11,407— 38 percent below).
These three rural counties in Montana’s northwest comer are
among the state’s most dependent on logging and wood products
manufacturing. The state’s next three poorest counties are
Roosevelt (37 percent below) and Blaine (35 percent below),
both with reservations, and Ravalli (35 percent below), which is
also heavily dependent on the wood products industry.
Within the ten-state region, Colorado’s Pitkin County (the
Aspen resort area) is the single most affluent, with a per capita
income of about $35,000. Montana’s most affluent is Treasure
County where 1989 per capita incomes averaged $18,535, still
half a percent below the nationwide figure.

Conclusions
Urban-rural differences noted at the national level are readily
observable as well in this region’s population and economic
trends. Most urban areas are gaining population while many
rural area populations decline or grow very slowly. As is the
case nationally, the region’s services sector is growing rapidly,
but unevenly, with metropolitan growth rates two to four times
higher than more rural areas. These patterns, combined with
losses in other economic sectors, have resulted in a shrinking
labor income base for many rural areas. As a result, the per
capita income gap between rural and urban residents is growing.
These trends should largely continue during the 1990s,
although their magnitudes are difficult to project. Many rural
areas will continue to lose population, although some mral areas
with high amenities and recreational opportunities will be
among the region’s fastest growing. Most urban areas will
continue to gain population, especially intermediate-size urban

Source: Bureau of Business and Economic Research, The University of Montana (using U.S. Dept, of Commerce data.)
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centers of 100,000 to 300,000 people. Once largely rural areas
of the region, such as Montana, will become increasingly urban
in character, with population growth concentrated in the state’s
western and southcentral portions. In these growing regions,
large trade centers will continue to expand their geographic
range. And as trade area populations grow, these centers will
become increasingly diversified suppliers of services and traded
goods.
Employment will continue to decline in agriculture and the
extractive industries as a whole. Moreover, rural, resourceindustry dependent counties will suffer the most impact,
although employment losses in this decade may be less than in
the past. Although the pace may slow in this decade, service
industry employment and labor income will continue to expand,
with the greatest gains in large and intermediate-size urban
areas. ■
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Montana Taxation
and Expenditures

Figures 1,2 & 3

Per Capita Income: Montana, Neighboring
States and U.S., 1968 - 1991

Trends and Comparisons
by Douglas J. Young
Editor's Note: Tax debates are often acrimonious, and
decisions about tax policy must be made in the political arena.
However, much standard information about state taxes is
available, and we present some o f it here. The following
compilation is part o f a much longer study by the author.
Montana’s economy is the source from which most state and
local revenues are derived. Consequently, changes in the
economy can and do have important impacts on the revenue
and budget situation of government. Our current fiscal prob
lems in Montana in part stem from recent trends in the
economy.
Compare Montana’s per capita income—a common measure
of economic performance— with that of neighboring states
(Idaho, Wyoming, North and South Dakota) and the United
States as a whole (Figure 1). In 1968, Montana’s income was
only about 83 percent of the national average; the 1970s
resulted in some catching up, but weak performance in the
1980s erased those gains. By 1991 (and with the national
economy in recession), statewide per capita income was about
84 percent of the national average.
In 1990, about one-third of Montana’s total expenditures
(state and local combined) went to education (Figure 2). Social
services received the next largest share, followed by transporta
tion (mostly highways) and insurance trusts (unemployment,
workman’s compensation, and the public employee retirement
funds). Administration and safety programs include police, fire,
and corrections. Included in the “other” category are liquor
stores, debt service, and all other functions of state and local
government.
How do Montana’s overall state and local expenditures
compare with other states? For fiscal year 1990, Montana’s per
capita expenditure of $3,655 is above Idaho and South Dakota,
below North Dakota and the U.S. average, and far below
Wyoming (Figure 3). However, as a percent of income,
Montanans spend more than the national average because the
state’s per capita income is lower than the national average.

Montana Business Quarterly!Autumn 1992

Sources: U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis; GNP Implicit Price Deflator
from Council of Economic Advisors; and Econom ic Report o f the President,
1992.

Total State and Local Expenditures
in Montana

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, Government Finances: 1989-90.

Spending by State and Local Governments

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, Government Finances: 1989-90.
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Figures 4 4 $

Spending for Selected Services, 1990

Montana spends more than the U.S. average—and more than
most neighbors— on K-12 education (Figure 4). The reverse is
true for higher education, where Montana spends less than the
national average, and less than its neighbors. Social services
spending is below the national average in Montana, but higher
than any neighbor except North Dakota. Montana’s insurance
trust expenditures are the region’s highest and considerably
higher than the national average.
Over the past twenty years, Montana’s K-12 spending
increased about $280 per capita, while higher education
spending remained roughly constant (Figure 5). Transportation
spending actually declined. Social services spending increased
significantly. Insurance trust spending data is not available for
1970, but in the decade 1980-1990 it climbed about $190 per
capita.

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, Government Finances: 1989-90.
Note: Social Services include public welfare and health and hospitals.
Transportation includes highways, air transport, parking facilities, water
transport and terminals, and transit subsidies.

Montana Expenditure by Function
1970,1980, and 1990

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, Government Finances: 1989-90,
1969-70, and 1979-80.”
Note: Public Welfare includes Aid to Families with Dependent Children,
Medicaid, and General Assistance.
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F ig u re «

K-12 C urrent Expenditure Per Student

Percentage Change in Expenditures
Per Student, 1970-1990

Source: U.S. Department of Education, D igest o f Educational Statistics, 1992.

Despite concerns about effectiveness, public schools are
probably one of the most valued government services. Figure 6
shows per full-time student spending (excluding capital expen
ditures) through time for Montana and its neighbors. Note that
the state’s dramatic increase in K-12 spending is fairly typical
for the country and the region.

By contrast, the state’s per capita spending for higher
education did not increase between 1970 and 1990 (Figure 7).
Montana’s level of spending in 1990 is lower than any of its
neighbors and 66 percent below the national average. This
results from both a relatively low level of expenditure per capita
(78 percent of the national average), and from a relatively high
number of students per capita.

Figure 7

Higher Education in Public Institutions
Current Expenditure Per Full-Time Student

Percentage Change in Expenditures
Per Student 1971-1990

Source: U.S. Department of Education, D igest o f Educational Statistics, 1992.
Note: Full-time equivalent enrollments for 1971 and 1980 are estimated from data on total enrollment and the ratio of full-time to total
enrollment in 1988 and 1989.
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Figures 8 8 9

Table 1

State and Local Government
Insurance Trust Expenditures
Per Capita 1990

$190.9

Montana Social Services Expenditure,
1970,1980, and 1990
1990 Dollars Per Capita Income

1970

Intergovt.
Expenditure

Vendor
Payments

Cash Assist.
Payments

Welfare Other Public
Welfare
Instil.

g g jj

45.1

55.5

6.0

24.0

1980

1.9

108.9

33.5

2.1

37.3

1990

11.3

218.0

47.8

5.9

62.3

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, Government Finances in various years.

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, Government Finances: 1989-90.

1990 Montana Revenue Sources,
State and Local Government

Social services spending is about half as large as education
spending in Montana (Table 1). The largest item within this
category (and doubling every decade) is vendor payments,
primarily to Medicaid providers, but also for burials and other
commodities and services. Programs which utilize cash assis
tance payments include Aid to Families with Dependent
Children, Old Age Assistance, Aid to the Blind, and Aid to the
Disabled. Administration costs are included under “other.”
Overall, Montana’s spending for insurance trusts is the
region’s highest (Figure 8). Public employee retirement spend
ing accounts for a large portion and is above U.S. averages. The
biggest factor, however, is workers’ compensation. Some states,
such as South Dakota, rely almost entirely on private insurers.
But Montana’s expenditures are very high even in comparison
with states (i.e.. North Dakota and Wyoming) that provide
workers’ compensation insurance entirely through the govern
ment.

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, Government Finances: 1989-90,
Table 28.
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Taxes provided less than half of Montana’s 1990 state and
local revenues (Figure 9). Almost a Fifth of total receipts came
from the federal government, primarily for welfare, highways,
and education. User fees included charges for education, health
care and other services provided by government. In 1990, threequarters of miscellaneous revenue was interest income. Since
then, revenues from this source have declined—a contributing
factor in the state’s current fiscal crisis.

Montana Business Quarterly!Autumn 1992
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Figure 10

Natural Resource Taxes and all Other Taxes
in Montana, 1970-90

Tables 2 , 3 & 4

Total Revenues, All Sources, 1990
— Per Capita —

Portion of Income

Dollars

Rank

Percent

Rank

$3,495

17

24.6%

6

Idaho

2,836

41

20.6%

24

North Dakota

3,486

18

24.9%

5

South Dakota

2,911

38

20.7%

19

Wyoming

5,355

3

35.2%

2

Montana

U.S. Average

Sources: U.S. Bureau of the Census, Government Finances, various years;
Dept, of Revenue, State of Montana.

Montana collected significant amounts of natural resource
taxes during the energy crisis of the 1970s and early 1980s
(Figure 10). Resource revenues were 4 percent of the total in
1970, rose to 24 percent in 1983, then declined to 11 percent in
1990. To put the 24 percent figure in perspective, this is about
the amount a typical state would receive from a general sales
tax, if it had one.
How do Montana’s general revenues compare with neighbor
ing states? On a per capita basis, Montana revenues were
seventeenth highest in the country at $3,495, and sixth highest
as a percentage of income (Table 2). These figures are roughly
comparable to North Dakota, lower than Wyoming, but consid
erably higher than Idaho, South Dakota and the U.S. average.
Montana’s general revenues are high in comparison with
other states, especially relative to a low per capita income
(Table 3). But does that comparison hold true just for the tax
portion of revenues? Montana’s 1990 tax revenues were below
the national average on a per capita basis, above average as a
percentage of income, and higher then neighboring states,
except for Wyoming. Thus while Montana’s taxes may not be
high on a per person basis, they are definitely above average
when income is taken into account.

3,416

-

22.3%

-

Total Tax Revenues, 1990
— Per Capita —

Portion of Income

Dollars

Rank

Percent

Rank

$1,795

31

12.7%

9

Idaho

1,560

44

11.3%

24

North Dakota

1,568

40

11.2%

25

South Dakota

1,447

47

10.3%

43

Wyoming

2,204

11

14.6%

4

U.S. Average

2,017

-

11.5%

Montana

Property Tax Revenues, 1990
— Per Capita —

Portion of Income

Dollars

Rank

Montana

$828

9

5.8%

Percent

Rank
3

Idaho

414

37

3.0%

33

North Dakota

476

33

3.4%

26

South Dakota

583

29

4.2%

18

Wyoming

901

7

5.9%

2

U.S. Average

626

-

4.1%

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, Government Finances: 1989-90.

Montana’s 1990 property tax revenues are in the top 20
percent of states both on a per capita basis and relative to
income (Table 4). In fact, only Alaska and Wyoming collect
larger amounts of property taxes relative to their incomes.
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Table 5

Effective Property Tax Rates on Single
Family Homes

Montana
Idaho
North Dakota
South Dakota
Wyoming
U.S. Average

1971
Rate

1971
Rank

1987
Rate

1987
Rank

2.19
1.72
2.08
2.71
1.38
1.98

17
28
21
7
40

1.34
0.87
1.38
2.17
0.57

16
34
15
3
46
-

1

Source: ACIR, Significant Features of Fiscal Federalism, 1990,

What is Montana’s effective rate for single family properties?
(Effective rates are property taxes as a percentage of market
value.) Montana’s rates were somewhat above average in both
1971 and 1987, but not among the very highest (Table 5). Note
that effective rates in Montana and other states have actually
declined since the early 1970s.
Whether they’re effectively high or not, Montana’s property
taxes are among the country’s most complex (Table 6). In 1991,
the state tax code contained eleven different classes of real
property and thirteen of personal property, which are taxed at
several different rates. The median state has just two classifica
tions, real and personal.
Montana’s 1989 individual income tax revenues were about
average for the U.S., both per capita and as a percentage of
income (Table 7). Idaho’s revenues were quite similar. North
Dakota’s much lower. South Dakota and Wyoming do not tax
individual incomes.

Table 6

Property Tax Classifications, 1991
]Vumbei*of Classes
Real

Personal

11

13

Idaho

1

1

North Dakota

4

E*

South Dakota

2

E*

Wyoming

1

1

U.S. Median

1

1

Montana

Source: ACIR, Significant Features of Fiscal
Federalism, Vol. I, 1992.
•Exempt

Table 7

Individual Income Taxes, 1989
Dollars
Per Capita
Montana
Idaho
North Dakota
South Dakota
Wyoming
U.S. Average

329
342
160
0
0
394

Rank
28
26
38
-

-

Percent
of Income
2.5%
2.7%
1.3%
0%
0%
2.4%

Rank
22
19
39
_
—
-

Source: ACIR, Significant Features of Fiscal Federalism, 1991, Vol. II.
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Table 8

Table 9

Top Bracket Marginal Tax Rates
for Individual Income Tax, 1990
S ta tu to r y R a te s

Montana

Idaho
North Dakota

South Dakota
Wyoming

Corporate Income Taxes, 1989

Amount

Rank

Amount

Rank

11%
11.6%
13.2%

3
3
1

y es
y es
y es

5.9%
6.2%
7.1%

10
7
5

8.2%

9

no

5.9%

9

1

no
y es

2.7%
6.4%

35
5

H M

--

j§Jgj

14%
12%
-

IP p jjl f§U f

-

-----P e r Ciipita —
Dollars
Rank

E ffectiv e R a te

Fed. Tax
Deductible

5?

Montana

P o rtio n o f Incom e
Percent
Rank

$70

27

0.5%

20

Idaho

71

25

0.6%

17

North Dakota

64

40

0.5%

23

South Dakota

37

45

0.3%

45

0

--

0%

Wyoming
U.S. Average

104

_

0.6%

Source: ACIR, Significant Features of Fiscal Federalism, 1991, Vol. II.

Source: ACIR, Significant Features of Fiscal Federalism, 1992, Vol. 1.
Table 10

Montana’s top marginal tax rate of 11 percent is third highest
in the nation. But federal taxes are deductible, so the effective
rate is 5.9 percent, tenth highest among the states (Table 8). A
20 percent income tax surcharge would raise the highest
statutory rate to 13.2 percent and the highest effective rate to 7.1
percent, which would rank fifth.
Montana’s corporate income taxes were about average
among states in 1989 (Table 9). South Dakota, which taxes only
financial institutions, received considerably less revenues.
Wyoming does not have corporate income taxes.
Montana does not have a general sales tax, but it does levy a
variety of selective sales (excise) taxes (Table 10). Even when
these selective and general sales taxes are combined, Montana’s
revenues from this source are about the lowest among all states.
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General and Selective Sales Taxes, 1990
-----P er C jipita —
Dollars
Rank

P o rtio n o f Incom e
Percent
Rank

$229

50

1.6%

47

Idaho

561

41

4.1%

25

North Dakota

621

31

4.4%

20

South Dakota

693

18

4.9%

13

Wyoming

581

38

3.8%

33

U.S. Average

715

Montana

2.1%

■

,

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census.
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not the definition of income used by the study). So estimated tax
rates are reduced, especially at higher gross income levels where
such deductions are concentrated. This study also accounts for
the deductibility of state and local taxes on returns. Note that
this methodology yields somewhat different results, but both
studies agree that Montana taxes on individuals are low.

Table 11

E stim ated T ax B u rd en on M o n ta n a Fam ilies
(Incom e, P ro p e rty , Sales, a n d A utom obile Tax)
Income
Level

Tax

Percent
of Income

Rank

Tax

Income
Level

$25,000

$1,727

7.1%

39

$2,163

8.7%

$50,000

$3,964

7.9%

35

$4,460

8.9%

$100,000

$9,320

9.3%

31

$9,785

9.8%

Summary

Source: Department of Finance and Revenue, Government of
the District of Columbia, “Tax Rates and Tax Burdens in the
District of Columbia: A Nationwide Comparison,” 1991.

Exactly who bears the burden of various taxes is difficult to
determine, but two recent studies which analyze taxes on
individuals are of interest. Each study attempts to estimate how
much families would pay in taxes if they lived in the various
states. The first study (Table 11) includes in its calculations
individual income taxes, residential property taxes, sales taxes,
and automobile (gasoline, registration, excise, and personal
property) taxes. By that measure Montana’s taxes on families
are below average at every income level, but especially at the
lowest income level for which calculations were made.
In the second study (Table 12), taxes are determined by
actually examining IRS return data from each state. Moreover,
“income” is defined to include many items normally subtracted
as losses on tax returns—such as rental, partnership and small
business losses. These deductions reduce taxable incomes (but

The level of spending by Montana’s state and local
governments is below the U.S. average when measured on a
per capita basis, but above average when measured relative
to per capita income. In particular, expenditures for K-12
education, transportation, and the insurance trusts (especially
workers’ compensation) are exceptionally high. Spending for
higher education and for social services, on the other hand, is
exceptionally low in Montana.
Compared with other states, Montana’s total revenues are
high too, both on a per capita basis and as a percentage of
income. Specific categories that yield high revenues for
Montana include: federal government transfers, total tax
revenues, and property taxes. Both individual and corporate
tax revenues are near average; sales/excise revenues are low.
Despite substantial increases in income and property taxes in
recent years, Montana’s taxes levied directly on individuals
remain comparatively low.
Montanans benefitted from growing natural resource
revenues during the 1970s and early 1980s. At its peak, this
source provided about the same amount of revenue as a
typical state would receive from a sales tax. Since 1985,
however, natural resource revenues have fallen dramatically,
contributing to the state’s fiscal woes. ™

T*W* 12.

Taxes on Individuals by Income Group, 1991
Net of Federal Deductions
(Percent of Income)
------- In com e G rou p ------Middle
Fourth
Next
20%
20%
123b.

Next
4 3b

72

7.0

5.9

5.7

9.3

9.3

9.0

7.8

7.4

13.3

9.3

8.3

7.5

6.4

5.9

16.2

1Q3

8.6

72

6.1

4.6

9.0

62

5.2

4.7

4.0

3.2

13.8

107

9.5

8.4

7.7

6.9

Lowest
20%

Second
20%

7.1

72

Idaho

12.8

North Dakota
South Dakota

Montana

Wyoming
U.S. Average

Source: "A Far Cry From Fair,” Citizens for Tax Justice. Washington D.C., April 1991.
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STATE BUDGET CRISIS

Montana's

State Budget Crisis
&Fiscal Reform
by Stanley A. Nicholson

J^ v o n ta n a is in the midst
mH
of a fiscal crisis. Blunt
t HA B
language is appropriJL Y
ate because, as has
become increasingly
apparent over the past few months, the
state’s financial situation is serious and
deteriorating. Revenues and expendi
tures just don’t balance, and there isn’t
any obvious or easy way to make them
balance.
Broadening the context of the
problem, however, can illuminate the
current situation. The following article
attempts to do that by exploring the
history and background of Montana’s
fiscal crisis, and by utilizing some
evaluative tools from the technical
literature on tax and expenditure
systems to suggest a realistic and
appropriate direction for tax and
expenditure reform. First though, a
brief summary of the current fiscal
situation in Montana.

Elements of the Budget Crisis
Montana’s state government has developed a persistent,
structural budget deficit, one not likely to be eliminated
without major fiscal reform. One indicator of trouble is the size
of the projected deficit—estimated at press time to be about
$200 million annually, or about 12 percent of the current
budget.1
Frequency is another indicator of the structural nature of the
problem; deficits occurred in four of the last nine years,
including 1991.2 Until now the state has covered its deficits by
borrowing, liquidating trust funds, and by drawing down fund
balances—short term fixes for what has obviously become a
long term problem.
In the simplest terms, Montana’s budget deficit is growing
because over the past decade revenues have been growing
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more slowly than expenditures. Primarily, Montana’s economy
is to blame for this discrepancy. According to U.S. Department
of Commerce data, Montana’s non-farm wage and salary
income (adjusted for inflation) actually declined during the
1980s. The picture changes somewhat if transfer payments and
property income are added to wage and salary income; by that
measure Montana personal income grew about 8 percent over
the decade—still very modest. (See Paul E. Polzin, Spring,
1992, MBQ pp 5 & 6, 11 & 12; and related article this issue, for
more on Montana’s recent economic performance and fiscal
history.)
For many Montana individuals and families, then, the 1980s
meant income stagnation. To be fair—and workable—any tax
reforms must acknowledge this limit.
Some recent indicators suggest the Montana economy is
improving, but how much and for how long is far from clear.
Even if modest growth does occur, however, the present tax
system is unlikely to produce sufficient revenue to meet
expenditure demands. This is so for several reasons:
1) Montana’s largest single tax—the property
tax—generally does not grow along with
income growth;
2) typically, excise taxes such as those on fuels,
liquor, and cigarettes also are inelastic with
respect to income growth; and
3) Montana does not have a sales tax, so significant
potential tax bases (i.e., part-time residents
and visitors) go untapped, and the state misses
out on a revenue source that typically can grow
along with economic growth.
Unfortunately, the state deficit has grown so large that some
combination of revenue and expenditure reform will likely be
needed. Even a broad-based sales tax (as proposed by both
gubinatorial candidates) would not be sufficient to fix
Montana’s structural problems. Just covering the projected
deficit would consume about 60 percent of the estimated
revenues from a 4 percent sales tax,3Yet,, current sales tax
proposals also include income and property tax reform, which
would mean a reduction in revenue from these sources; one
proposal also promises new monies for education and social
services. Revenues from a 4 percent sales tax just won’t stretch
far enough to cover the projected deficit, replace lost revenues
from tax reform, and provide new monies for popular&pnograms.
And given more than a decade of tight budgets, further
across-the-board budget cuts or other shopWom nostrmr^*about
reducing expenditures are probably untenable—for politicians
and citizens alike. New budget management strategies are
needed, and perhaps a major restructuring of governmental
units.
Thus, Montana faces several related fiscal challenges which
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By the mid-1980s, Montana had fallen 20 percent behind the
national average in per capita personal income.5Despite these
• maintaining a fair tax system for families and individuals; ups and downs, state and local government revenues grew at a
fairly steady rate from 1960 to 1980; then revenues leveled off
• fashioning a tax system that will capture a reasonable
at about 24 percent of personal income.6
portion of economic growth for state coffers, while
The 1980s brought hard times to many Montanans. State
remaining buffered during downturns; and
government took several steps designed to spur Montana’s
• on the expenditure side, providing adequate services for
economy. The newly created Department of Commerce
Montana’s citizens at minimal cost.
launched a series of business promotion activities, and over the
decade produced two general economic assessments and
Fiscal History
packages of specific policy recommendations. A third study was
Over 25 years ago, Montana faced a fiscal turning point quite sponsored and published by the AFL/CIO7, and a fourth study is
unlike the one we currently confront. Essentially demographic,
currently underway.
that fiscal crisis occurred when the postwar
On the fiscal side, tax rates for
generation—the baby boom—hit our
business equipment were reduced, as
public schools. Montana then relied
were rates on coal, oil and gas extrac
principally on two taxes, property tax and
tion. Controversial at the time, these
“
In
short,
Montana
has
income tax, which could not finance
fiscal measures and their effects continue
a large and growing state
greatly expanded public school enroll
to be a hot topic today as Montanans
ments. At that time expenditures were
deficit. Its tax system
discuss tax reform.
tailored to available revenues, so structural
doesn't reflect current
budget deficits did not develop.
Predictions and Potential
But that didn’t mean all was well with
economic realities. And
Adjustments
Montana’s public finances. Montana had
even
a
sales
tax
is
un
By 1991, Montana’s average per
experienced twenty years of mostly slow
capita personal income was some 16
likely to solve the struc
growth after World War II. By 1968,
percent behind the overall U.S. average.
Montana’s average per capita personal
tural
crisis.
”
Moreover, the U.S. Bureau of Economic
income had fallen 10 percent below the
Analysis is forecasting slow growth in
national average—a big slump from its
Montana’s non-farm wages and salaries
1948 peak of 8 percent above the national
for the period 1990-1997, so incomes in
average.
the state could fall even further behind by century’s end.8
A 1968 study by Samuel B. Chase, Jr. and others from the
Forecasters may be wrong, of course. After all, Montana’s
Bureau of Business and Economic Research,4 concluded that
boom in the 1970s—fueled by generally high prices for agricul
Montana was unlikely to regain its relatively prosperous
tural, lumber, mineral, and energy products—was unforeseen.
economic position, and that it was, indeed, quite likely to fall
That, and new taxes on energy resources solved the state’s last
even further behind. The study called for tax reform, some
fiscal crisis. But a repeat of such luck is unlikely. Instead, we
government reorganization and consolidation, and an informal
should structure Montana’s revenue and expenditure systems so
planning framework. It did not propose—in fact cautioned
they reflect current circumstances.
against—a “grand design” for economic policy.
Currently, Montana relies on three major taxes: income,
Although the early 1970s brought significant governmental
property, and severance. And there are disturbing signs that
reform (including a major reorganization of executive agencies,
none of these is particularly well adjusted to current economic
adoption of a new state constitution, and a state-wide citizens’
reality. For example, the income tax base (Montana Adjusted
review of local governments), fiscal reform was another matter.
Gross Income) fell slightly in the 1980s, even though total
In 1971, Montanans overwhelmingly rejected a sales tax
personal income grew somewhat.9The property tax base seems
referendum—with long-term consequences for the fiscal
to have narrowed over the decade as well—lower in 1991 after
situation—and since then have endorsed only incremental
adjusting for inflation that it was in 1979, according to a recent
changes in state taxes. Likewise, the state’s policies to promote
study by the Office of the Legislative Fiscal Analyst10 In
economic development, while intensifying somewhat during the
addition, revenues from coal, oil, and gas production have fallen
1980s, have been modest overall.
precipitously over the past ten years." Finally, none of these
As it happened, economic prosperity returned to Montana in
three taxes is geared to capture revenue from Montana’s
the 1970s, yielding substantial revenues from newly legislated
increasing numbers of part-time residents or from its visitors—
severance taxes on coal, oil and gas. But prosperity didn’t last

must be approached comprehensively and in combination:
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as a sales tax would do.
states, by contrast, have a distinctly “regressive” tax system: On
Taxes are only one part of Montana’s fiscal reality, and
average, poorer families pay a higher share of their total income
provide less than half the state’s total revenues. Non-tax
in taxes than do richer families.
revenues (from such sources as federal transfers, licenses and
Revenue Adequacy: The key challenge for tax reformers in
fees, and interest earnings) present a mixed picture. Despite all
Montana is how to generate sufficient monies to provide the
the talk of reduced federal support for state and local govern
services citizens require. Usually, or for most states, adequacy
ment programs, Montana’s revenue from federal sources held
depends on a comprehensive mix of revenue streams. Adequacy
steady during the 1980s; and with new appropriations for
also means keeping rates for each component tax as low as
highway projects, the trend seems secure at least for the next
possible in order to minimize evasion. And adequacy requires
few years.12 Revenue from licenses and fees fell during the
that Montana’s tax system reflect emerging economic realities.
1980s, although Montana municipalities and counties increas
For example, transfer payments and property income have
ingly relied on it.13
become increasingly important in Montana, while revenue from
Interest income also became more important at the state and
natural resource taxes has declined. These changes suggest that
local level; it grew both absolutely and
the state needs a different mix of taxes.
relatively over the decade.14 Yet this
—_
Efficiency: An efficient tax system
important source of revenue is increas
is
an
economically “neutral” one. That is,
“Montana state and
ingly threatened by lower interest rates,
businesses and individuals in similar
and by state government’s use of trust
local taxes are roughly
circumstances are taxed in a similar
fund balances to offset continuing budget
manner. Neutrality assures that the tax
proportional
across
deficits.
system per se does not interfere with
income levels and they
private
decisions, and it helps make the
Criteria for Judging
are
generally
lower
over
state’s tax system competitive with those
Tax Systems
of neighboring states.
all than the national
In short, Montana has a large and
Efficiency concerns in Montana
average (7 percent for
growing state deficit. Its tax system
mostly center on the property tax system.
doesn’t reflect current economic realities.
Some of its rates (taxes on business
Montanans; 10 percent
And even a sales tax is unlikely to solve
equipment) are high relative to those in
for national average) ”
the structural crisis. What other options
neighboring states. Consequently, they
exist? What are the elements of an
_______________ ___________________ discourage some kinds of business
adequate tax system? Here we turn to the
growth.
technical literature. Even if they don’t agree on specific ele
Simplicity: This is the principle that
a tax should be straightforward and easy to understand. If a tax
ments, a wide variety of studies and proposals do agree on
system is “simple,” citizens can more readily hold public
criteria for judging tax systems.15 A discussion of these criteria
as they apply to Montana follows.
officials accountable for it. Moreover, a “simple” tax is rela
tively inexpensive to administer.
Equity: In Montana, equity seems to be everybody’s first
Meeting the simplicity criteria is a minor problem for
concern. It is the principle that tax burdens should be fairly
Montana’s income tax system; not so minor for the property tax.
distributed across the population. Two related concepts are
The state’s income tax could conform more closely with federal
important. “Horizontal equity” holds that individuals in similar
income tax requirements; doing so would be fairly straightfor
financial circumstances should pay similar tax amounts. The
ward, and would make the tax simpler. Unfortunately,
corollary, “vertical equity,” holds that individuals in different
Montana’s property tax is complicated and fraught with serious
financial circumstances should pay different tax amounts, and
implies that as incomes increase, so too should the percentage of horizontal inequity problems. Achieving simplicity on that front
income paid in taxes.
is a major challenge—one that should be at the top of
Montana’s tax reform list.17
According to a 1991 report prepared by Citizens for Tax
In sum, a case can be made for a restructured Montana tax
Justice16, Montana’s taxes are in total quite “fair”—at least in
system that catches all full-time residents, part-time residents,
comparison with most other states. Montana state and local
and visitors with an array of taxes. Each tax should be as low as
taxes are roughly proportional across income levels, and they
possible to discourage tax evasion, and should grow with the
are generally lower overall than the national average (7 percent
for Montanans; 10 percent for the national average). In Moneconomy—as income and sales taxes would.The system should
also retain its current progressivity for families and individuals,
tana»a family- of four pays roughly the same percent in taxes,
and be easier to understand and administer than the current
whether that family has a low, middle or high income. Most
system.

,
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How might a general sales tax fit in the state tax system? It
could raise some $325 to $350 million net after collection costs.
Of that amount, perhaps a third to a half might be used to
replace reduced income and property tax receipts, yielding
perhaps $165 to $235 million in additional new revenues. These
new revenues could be used to reduce the deficit and/or provide
additional services.18

Expenditure Reforms
Expenditure reform is often even more controversial than tax
reform, and the criteria for judging public expenditures are not
nearly so well-developed or widely-accepted as those for
judging tax systems. So there is little agreement on what bases
to argue from, and the debate is easily mired in slogans and
propaganda. Often, it seems easier to just make across-the-board
cuts than to sort through the knotty issues of which programs
should have priority over
others, or of structural
But how many
“...a case can be made reform.
years can you “cut the fat”
for a restructured Mon before there isn’t even bone
left?
tana tax system that
Here too, there are no
catches all full-time
simple fixes. Nevertheless,
it’s worth mentioning some
residents, part-time
general strategies for
residents and visitors expenditure reform, most of
with an array of taxes,99 which have been developed
for use in the private sector
and are lately being tried by
some government units. While the ultimate goal of such reform
is reducing costs, tactics focus on revitalization and restructur
ing rather than simply slashing a certain percentage of budgets
or eliminating entire programs or activities.19
In some cases, spending reform includes privatization of
public services, though a sophisticated and thorough budgetary
analysis is necessary beforehand. Sometimes service units can
be combined and costly redundancies eliminated. Often produc
tivity can be enhanced by focusing the energy and expertise of
front line workers, who know better than anyone what stands in
the way of efficiency. Fortunately, both gubernatorial candi
dates seem committed to this strategy.
In 1989/90, Montana spent nearly 60 percent of its general
expenditure budget on education (38 percent), highways and
roads (13 percent), and debt service (7 percent); another 40
percent or so was spent on general administration, courts,
police, public welfare, medical services, and parks.20 Education
spending has probably increased since then, and an infusion of
new federal funding for highways may raise that percentage
somewhat as well. But the overall pattern of distribution likely
holds today.
Certain mandates could change that pattern. A growing share

,
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of Montana’s spending is being dictated by federal, state, and
court requirements. So far at least, federal dollars have accom
panied the mandates for spending on Medicaid and public
assistance programs. However, some indications suggest that
Montana’s state government has not been so generous with
counties and municipalities; that is, programs are mandated but
funds are not provided. Probably the most visible instance of the
mandate problem in Montana is the State Supreme Court’s
decision on school funding.

Conclusions
Montana has a significant structural deficit. One-time fixes
and reductions or stagnation in several key revenue sources
mean that deficit is likely to grow larger. Serious revenue
inadequacy is the greatest challenge confronting the Montana
tax system. As we have seen, this inadequacy is largely linked
to economic performance, but it is also affected by an outdated
tax structure. The revenues from some proposed reforms, such
as a sales tax, would grow along with the economy. But it is not
realistic to expect much more tax revenue without more
economic growth.
A review of the numbers, principally the combined revenues
and expenditures of Montana’s state and local governments,
provides some hints on how to fix the deficit, but it does not
reveal obvious, sure-fire solutions. For example, as tax revenues
from natural resource extraction diminish relatively if not
absolutely, other sources of tax revenues must be found. As this
is necessary, the introduction of a sales tax, coupled with reform
and possible reductions in Montana’s two principal taxes—
property and income—would diversify the state’s tax system
and make it more comprehensive. As for achieving better
control and direction of state expenditures, several traditional
nostrums must be set aside. We must emphasize better govern
ment—not simply less government—so we can afford desired
public services.
The most difficult problem of all, however, may be Montan
ans’ resistance to change. Consider the topicality and relevance
of the following comment written in 1968 and still relevant
today:

"...discourse over taxes in Montana is primi
tive and propagandists, and efforts to bring
leaders o f the major political parties together
to work on the problem in a dispassionate,
forward-looking way have failed.4”
How to break the cycle of studies, analyses, and recommen
dations that fail to prompt change? Citizen participation is the
key. Indeed, plain talk with citizens through community
meetings and an extensive education campaign about the fiscal
problems of our state, counties, cities, schools and special
districts is necessary. And it will require some simplification of
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what is a bewildering fog of funds, special accounts, and the
highly technical ways of keeping the public books. Only with
greatly improved levels of citizen understanding can we solve
our chronic fiscal crisis. ■
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Bad Cup Of Coffee Inspires
Entrepreneur to Start Business
by Shannon H. Jahrig

“Give me a break. Gourmet
coffee in Montana?”
That’s what the bankers said when
R.C. Beall talked about starting a
gourmet coffee business in Whitefish.
Now, almost nine years later, Beall is the
owner of Montana Coffee
Traders, a small business that
adds twenty full- and part-time
jobs to the northwest Montana
economy. Just this year, he set up
a coffee roaster in Moscow,
serving Muscovites their first cup
ever of Glacier, Grizzly, and
Montana Blend.
At first, bankers weren’t the
only ones reluctant to invest in
Beall’s fresh-roasted beans.
“I spent the first five years
pulling my hair out,” Beall says.
“We had to educate people.
Coffee’s a habit and we were
asking people to change their
routine.” Most people were used
to scooping Maxwell House from
a tin can, instead of selecting
coffee from 150 flavors and
grinding it themselves from
whole beans. The biggest
problem with commercial
coffees— Maxwell House,
Folgers, and Hills Brothers are
the most popular—is that they
are under-roasted and stale, Beall
says.
What’s more, one sip of
Macadamia Nut and Beall figures you
can never go back. “If you drink Folgers
after, you’ll probably throw beer bottles
out your window and start kicking your
dog.”
Actually, it was a bad cup of coffee in
a late-night cafe eleven years ago that
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inspired Beall, former logger, backcountry guide, and golf-course manager
to do some research on the coffee
business. He found out that coffee
represents one-third of all beverages sold
in the world, and is one of the most

R.C. Beall
important trading commodities, second
only to oil. He also discovered that
Montana had no other coffee roasters, and
for the most part, the coffee Montanans
drank was “terrible.”

Startup and Financing
For years, Beall had been trying to
figure out how to make it in Montana. He
knew the economy was bad and the state
had such a small population base. He had
been visiting Montana off and on since the
1970s and was considering selling
his golf course in Houston to move
to Montana.
In 1981, he and Whitefish
artist Scott Brandt (now the
manager of daily business opera
tions) started researching the
coffee business. After hours of
|research in local libraries and
many phone calls, they discovered
that stored in a bam in the area
was a bag of green coffee beans, a
grinder, and a 10-pound coffee
roaster.
With a $4,000 loan from First
National Bank in Whitefish he
bought the bam (and its contents)
and in 1982, Montana Coffee
Traders (MCT) brewed its first cup
of coffee. Beall then set up
business in a two-story log cabin
on Highway 93 South, just twentyfive miles from the jagged
mountain peaks of Glacier
National Park. After MCT had
been operating for nearly a year,
Beall sold his Houston golf course
and used some of that money to
keep the business going.
Adequate financing for startup wasn’t
easy to obtain, Beall says. “Banks kept
turning us down,” Beall says. “They
thought we were trying to create a market
that wasn’t there. I mean, come on, this is
Montana. Be serious—roasting coffee in
Whitefish, Montana?”
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Some of the most valuable
There’s not much turnaround
advice Beall and Brandt got was to
“What works is becoming part o f the among the twenty full- and partdo their homework.
time workers, Beall says. He pays
“Do your business plan, do your folklore.... We are on people's
$225,000 in annual salaries for
homework,” Beall says. “Find out
cowpaths, part o f their routine ”
MCT employees and all of them
all the reasons it won’t work. Just
have a health insurance plan.
because it works somewhere else,
doesn’t mean it will work here. How
Marketing and Advertising
teapots and kettles, baseball caps that say
many [customers] do you need to make
“How you bean, man?”. Made in Mon
Over the years, Beall has learned a lot
the business work? In a state with a small
tana products such as coffee cups,
about marketing and advertising. One
population base, it’s hard to make it.”
potholders, homemade jelly, and choco
thing he’s learned is MCT can’t compete
Obviously, Beall did do his homework
late.
with Folgers or Maxwell House’s
because nine years later, business is
On the upper level are hand-woven
advertising campaigns. For instance,
booming. “At least 15 million cups of
rugs, baskets, wooden cabinets, shelves,
Folgers spends millions of dollars on
[our] coffee have been consumed since
and chairs made by local artists. The
“sappy, emotional” TV ads that reach
we started,” he says. Fifteen million cups, company business offices are upstairs and
millions of consumers, like the tear-jerker
or 175,000 pounds of coffee sold to 559
have a comfortable, wide-open look, but
with the military man returning home to
commercial accounts including restau
are stocked with top-notch computer and
his family and a steaming hot cup of
rants, grocery stores, and offices throughoffice equipment. Guitar-intensive rock
Folgers.
out Montana. In addition, MCT mails
music plays in the background and coffee
“We can’t compete with big coffee
coffee to another 2,500 or so customers
smells waft throughout the cabin.
wholesalers, so we have to be famous
per month.
“You got to appeal to the five senses,”
instead,” Beall says. And how has
Beall buys seventy varieties of green
Beall says. And then his tour begins. The Montana Coffee Traders become famous?
beans through brokers in New Orleans,
first part of the tour is smelling coffee
Many ways.
New York, and San Francisco. MCT then
beans. As visitors sniff large containers of
roasts the beans, packages them and
just-roasted coffee beans, he explains that Quality Products
Beall sells only the best quality coffee
distributes them throughout Montana,
coffee comes from five different regions,
in his store. “Quality vs. quantity is the
Idaho, and Washington. Coffee retail
each with its own distinctive characteris
biggest problem with the world,” he
prices range from $6.50 to $20 per pound
tics:
says. “Commercial coffee houses roast
—Hawaiian Kona ($15/pound) and
• Ethiopian - rich, wild, winey, the
coffee in mass quantities, using smaller,
Jamaican Blue Mountain ($20 in the
first of the world’s fine coffees;
United States and $45 in Canada) are the
lower-grade beans. Gourmet coffee may
• Indonesian - heavier and earthy;
most expensive.
be a penny or two more a cup, but it’s a
• Central American - smoother and
dramatic cup of coffee.”
mild;
Business Operations
But it hasn’t been easy convincing
• South American - mild like the
restaurants and other retailers to buy
Roasting beans is tricky business— the
Central Americans;
gourmet coffee, Beall says. “It’s a little
temperature and time in the roaster are
• African - a character like the
more expensive, but quality brings
critical factors. Unlike most coffee
Ethiopians yet not so wild.
roasters who are “very secretive” about
Next Beall shows visitors large bags of business.”
their trade, Beall believes that consumers
A major turning point for his business
green beans, coffee roasters capable of
was discovering that UPS could ship
should know as much as possible about
roasting 150 pounds per hour, and a
the process.
coffee anywhere in Montana in one day,
freezer where whole beans are stored.
When people walk past the covered
Beans are roasted at temperatures ranging Beall says. “If somebody wants coffee,
they can call our 800-number (1-800wagon and enter MCT’s log cabin/store,
from 440-500 degrees, he says.
345-JAVA) from anywhere in the U.S.
Beall or one of his employees greets them
In addition to tours and coffee
and we’ll mail it to them and bill them.
at the door and offers them a sample of
smelling sessions (conducted by himself
Some people couldn’t believe they didn’t
Sumatra Viennese, Colombian Dark,
or employees), Beall relies on his
have to give us money first. It’s kind of a
Dutch Bavarian Chocolate or whatever
employees to sell his products. They are
happens to be brewing at the time.
Montana business attitude—we stand for
all up on the history of coffee and have
Visitors browse through the shop, looking been around long enough to know Beall’s quality and promote the environment.
Anyway, they never usually stiff you.”
at espresso machines, coffee grinders.
style.
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The best type of advertising for MCT
is to provide coffee service at community
events, Beall says. “We’ve learned to
channel our advertising through trial and
error,” he says, and newspaper, radio, and
televisions ads aren’t as effective as
coffee service.
What works is “becoming part of the
folklore,” Beall says. MCT has turned
into a designated stop for visitors to the
valley—they associate his coffees with
the Montana experience. “We are on
people’s cowpaths, part of their routine.”
MCT uses sophisticated computer
equipment—Apple Mcintoshs—for
producing any sort of print advertising or
promotional brochures. Beall says they
were one of the first businesses in the
valley to use Apple computers.

Community Support
An avid environmentalist, Beall
believes that supporting your commu
nity is important and that doing so
reflects positively on the business. He is
concerned about Whitefish’s skyrocket
ing land values, rapid development,
higher costs of living, and the pressures
on wild lands that have come with the
Hollywood celebrities and wealthy outof-staters who discovered Montana
several years ago.
When he heard rumors last year that
a large chunk of property along Whitefish Lake was to be sold, he and a group
of citizens arranged for a public meeting
before the city council. Enough people
showed up to convince the state not to
sell the land. The non-profit group
arranged to lease the land from Fish,
Wildlife, and Parks for $10 for ten years
and developed a public park with about
400 feet of gravel beach.
Another one of his projects has been
to bring National Public Radio— “a big
asset to every community”—to Whitefish. Beall organized several fund
raisers to put a translator on Big Moun
tain so valley residents could listen to
literary readings, children’s programs,
symphonies, world news, and a large
variety of music.
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Cafe' Monteverde:
“Coffee With a Cause”
Beall’s concern for the environment
and the economy doesn’t stop in Whitefish. When he visited a Costa Rican
coffee plantation in Santa Elena four
years ago, he saw some similarities to
Whitefish. Located near the famous
Monteverde Cloud Forest Preserve, Santa
Elena (like Whitefish) was being threat
ened by rapid and inappropriate develop
ment; local landowners were selling out
to wealthy foreigners for hotel or other
developments.
Beall figured that if the people of
Santa Elena could make a living growing
coffee, the rain forest would be protected.
So Beall worked out a deal with Santa
Elena’s trade cooperative. He would pay
premium prices for top-quality coffee in
return for exclusive North American
rights.
Out of the deal came Cafe’
Monteverde, coffee grown in harmony
with the Cloud Forest, or “coffee with a
cause.” For each pound of coffee Beall
sells, he donates $1 back to the Santa
Elena trade co-op. The money is used for
special projects that make the co-op and
its coffee harvest more environmentally
sustainable. For example, the co-op used
$1,500 to buy its own coffee roaster and
sell coffee directly to tourists visiting the
Cloud Forest. Santa Elena is the first co
op in Costa Rica to operate its own
roaster.
Selling “environmental correct coffee”
is more of a statement than a money
making venture for MCT, Beall says.
“The ecology coffee makes us famous,
not rich.”

Opening New Markets:
The market was ripe. A hundred
thousand foreigners sick of finishing off
their Borscht and Chicken Kiev with tea,
a shot of Stolichnaya Vodka, or worse
yet, Russian coffee. No decent coffee. No
roasters.
“It was a great market. Nobody else
was doing it,” Beall says about starting a

coffee roasting business in Moscow,
Russia.
The idea of selling coffee came to him
when he and Brandt met Sasha Malchik,
a Russian who spent most of his life in
the former Soviet Union and now lives in
Bigfork. For the past several years,
Malchik has been consulting with
American businesses who want to set up
in Russia and he thought coffee would be
a big hit over there.
In March, MCT started roasting coffee
in Moscow and sold its first cup of coffee
to the Moscow Times, one of two
English-speaking magazines in the city.
MCT is one of nearly 200 foreign
businesses in Moscow, a city of nine
million people, with a foreign community
of about 100,000. Foreign hotels, grocery
stores, journalists, business people, and
artists will be MCT’s target market, Beall
says. Part of the reason MCT is targeting
foreigners is that they can pay with hard
currency, instead of rubles which are
virtually worthless on the world market,
he says.
The Russia business has almost
become self-supporting now, Beall says,
which is quite miraculous considering
“we’re on a different time zone, have a
different banking system, different
language, and still haven’t been able to
get a phone connected.”
“We have five young Russians
working for us,” Beall says. “I feel good
about it—they don’t understand the small
business concept, though.”
Banking has been somewhat of a
problem. MCT does business with a bank
in New York, but transferring money is
complicated. “We have money floating
around everywhere,” he says. “But we’re
there, as long as it pays the way.
“My philosophy used to be ‘if you can
do it in Whitefish, you can do it any
where.’ Now we’ve got a new frontier,”
Beall says. “If you can do it in Russia,
you can do it anywhere.” ®
Shannon H. Jahrig is publications
coordinator at BBER.
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The Bureau of Business and Economic Research is the research and
public service branch of The University of Montana’s School of Business
Administration.
The Bureau is regularly involved in a wide variety of activities, including
economic analysis and forecasting, forest products industry research, and
survey research.
The Bureau’s Economics Montana forecasting system is an effort to
provide public and private decision makers with reliable forecasts and
analysis. The program is cosponsored by the Bureau, the Montana
Legislature and the Office of the Governor. These state and local area
forecasts are the focus of the annual series of Economic Outlook Seminars,
cosponsored by the Bureau and respective Chambers of Commerce in
Billings, Bozeman, Butte, Great Falls, Helena, Kalispell, and Missoula.
The Bureau also has available county data packages for all Montana
counties. These packages provide up-to-date economic and demographic
information developed by the Bureau and are not available elsewhere.
The Montana Poll, a quarterly public opinion poll, questions Montanans
about their views on a variety of economic and social issues. It is
cosponsored by the Bureau and the Great Falls Tribune. In addition, the
Bureau conducts contract survey research and offers a random digit
dialing program for survey organizations in need of random telephone
samples.
The Forest Industries Data Collection System, a census of forest industry
firms conducted approximately every five years, provides a large amount of
information about raw materials sources and uses in Montana, Idaho, and
Wyoming. It is funded by the U.S. Forest Service. The Montana Forest
Industries Information System collects quarterly information on the
employment and earnings of production workers in the Montana industry.
It is cosponsored by the Montana Wood Products Association.
The Bureau’s Natural Resource Industry Research Program enables the
Bureau to continuously monitor Montana’s natural resource industries and
improve the public’s knowledge of them and their roles in the state and
local economies. This program provides easily accessible information about
all the natural resource industries. Sponsors are the Montana Mining
Association, Plum Creek Timber Company, Montana Petroleum
Association, Montana Wood Products Association, and American Forest
Resource Alliance.
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